Petition highlights health controversy
Health associate
replacement sought
by Carla Thompson
Over 800 Colby students
have signed a petition
demanding a response to
women 's health care needs
at Colby. The Women's
Group /has circulated the
petition in an attempt to
inform the campus of the
current debate over the
Health Associate position.
Lori Sansouci has been
hired temporarily to replace
former Health Associate
Jane Sch wartz , who resigned

in mid-July. Sansouci is
expected to fill the position
until late October or early
November, when a permanent replacement will be
hired.
The Health Care Advisory
Committee, chaired by
Professor Arthur Champlin,
began a job search in midAugust for a Physician's
AssistanUP.A.) to fill the
health associate slot.
Approximately 32 applicants
responded to advertisements
placed in New England

newspapers and to job announcements sent to various
P.A. training programs.
Deadline for the applications was Sept. 3.
However,
committee
decisions, were delayed by a
miswording of the ad which
resulted in incomplete applications.
The Health Associate
position involves duties such
as routine health care (sick
call), women '&Jiealth care
and counselling, and general
campus health education.
According to Champlin,
the committee has selected
12 candidates for further
consideration and will meet
Oct. 4 to review job files.
Three of four top applicants
will then be chosen for in-,
terviews.
C o n t i n u ed on pg. 2
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Faculty-student programs grow
by Peter B. Coley

Two y ears ago, Colby introduced the faculty in
residence program , designed to further increase faculty-
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(Sentinel photo b y Dick Maxwell)
Technicians evacuate Harold Stoddard
^^

Beam cru shes leg
of library work er
Harold A. . Stoddard , a
construction supervisor , was
seriously
injure d while
overseeing the placement of
a steel beam in Miller
Libra ry. The accident occured when the 20-foot,, 500pound
beam
slipped,
crushing the lower par t of
Stoddard's left leg.
According
to Stanley
Palmer , Director , of Physical
Plant , the Aug. 23 incident
was the worst constructio n
accident in the last ten years
of renovation at Colby.
Palmer also added that

exceptional fir st aid was
administere d on the site by
construction workers until
rescue technicians arrived .
Stoddard was then transported
to
Mid-Maine
Medical Center by ambulance. Surgery to save the
lower part of his. leg was
unsuccessful ,
Stoddard is the president
of Gomac Inc., a steel
erecting firm subcontracted
by H.P. Cummin gs Co., tho
general contractor for the
library renovation.

student relations within the dorms. The program has
proven to be such a success th at this y ear the college has
introduced a fa culty affiliate program.
This new pr ogram b enefi ts not only the students , but the
faculty as well, by offering each an easy way to
correspond and communicate with one another. The
relaxed and unpressured atmosphere of a dorm lounge or
a dining hall facilitates the coming together of students
and faculty, who may otherwise feel awkward or reserved.
"This program was designed to break down the barriers
between the student body and the faculty, " Prof essor
Thomas Tietenberg, a faculty affiliate to Mary LowCoburn, said. Tietenberg eats .at the Foss dining hall
everyThursday evening and occasionally during lunch as
a part of the new affiliate program, and believes that he
has learned a great deal about the students by simply
being more available to them.
Another positive aspect of the,two programs is the increased flow of fresh ideas and new events and activities
that are the product of students and faculty working hand
in hand. On the evening of September 18 direct ly af ter
^
a master dance class, the Mary Low-Coburn
dorm staff
and faculty held one such activity, inviting the performers
of the Arthur Hall Dance Ensemble to meet with students
at what proved to be a most educating and enjoyable
reception.
President Cotter spoke highly of the faculty in residence
program , based oh what he has~ witnessed from a past
survey of students and faculty. Cotter said he has high
expectations for the faculty affiliate progra m , and
believes that now "...the dorms have become a center for
academic and intellectual activit y ..." instead of merely
servin g as an area in which to live.
Students ' first reactions to the pr ogram have been
generally favorable , although the program is still young.
The dorm staff , especially, is excited about the
possibilities that the faculty affiliates raise. "We wouldn 't
come up with half their ideas " Kit Williams, Head

Resident of Mary Low said. "They have outside connection s t hat we j ust don 't have ."
She also believes that the program will help expand
student's somewhat narrow view of life. "Students tend to
get a very one-sided view of the world, living just with
other students. The affiliate program lets the faculty get
to know younger people, and also lets students learn
things from the fa culty outside of class."
The affiliates themselves are also enthusiastic. Each
volunteered f or t h e j ob, which , is "being defined by us as
we go a long" explained Nick Azzaretti, an affiliate to the
Mary Low-Coburn dorms.
Continued on p q . 2
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" According to Dr. Jeffrey
Lovitz of the Colby Health
Center, Sansouci's previous
work experience has been as
a medical assistant, where
her
duties
involved
secretarial work and appointment scheduling. She
has had training but no
practical experience in
giving gynecological exams,
and must do them now under
a doctor's supervision. She
will take her final B.A.
certification
exam
in
October.

Activist lecture
Harvey Wasserman , the noted nuclear activist , will
be lecturing at Colby Sept. 27, in Lovejoy 100 at 8 p.m.
Wasserman is one of the leading authorities in the
field of nuclear energy and the detrimental effects
that radiation has on modern civilization. He has
written numerous books on the subject and is media
co-coordinator for both the Clamshell Alliance and
Musicians United for Safe Energy.

The problem . . .
is largel y a matter

Habib arrives
Philip Habib, President Reagan's Middle East
envoy, arrived in Beirut yesterday,one day ahead of
the first contingent of peacekeeping troops in
Lebanon. The French paratroopers will be joined
later by other French soldiers, Italian troops and U.S.
Marines. Habib will oversee the deployment of
peacekeeping forcesin Lebanon.

Faculty meeting
The f a ll' s first faculty meeting was held on Sept. 16.
Dean Archibald presided over the meeting which
discussed such issues as: tenure policy, parent loans,
dorm renovation, and the freshman book and
program. In addition to these, a motion was made to
establish a memorial fund for Professor Todrank.

of understa ffing

Two Israeli officials resigned today in protest of the
government's refusal to launch an investigation of
the recent shooting of Palestinian refugeesin a West
Beirut camp.
The civilian governor of the occupied West Bank
and Israel's energy minister both resigned today
after Prime Minister Begin defeated a parliamentary
motion to order an official investigation of the incident.
Begin accused the opposition Labor Party which
supported the motion of "exploiting a disaster " for
political gain.
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"If there were an attack or
a rape on campus, the
present health associate
would have to deal with
that," Griffen said. "She's
had no experience in that
area."
Griffen also said that
Colby women generally
prefer a woman for
gynecology, according to the
Bridwell Report on women's
health care, done in the late
She expressed
1970's.
concern that women will not
use the Health Center's
services as; readily if they
cannot be assured of seeing a
qualified
woman
for
gynecological problems. A
qualified woman health
associate can also provide
immediate advice of birth
control and the supportive
counselling many women
need. Griffen added.

The committee did not
advertise for a temporary
P.A. Lovitz recommended
Sansouci for the job , and
Carl Nelson, director of
health services, approved
the hiring of Sansouci after
consultation with Earl
Smith, dean of the college.
According to other sour"We wanted someone who ces, the problem of adequate
was available, who could health care for all students is
start right away ," Smith largely a matter of understaffing. At present, for
said.

Officials resign

BERRY'S
stati oner s

The Colby Women's
Group, directed by student
Sarah Griffen, feels the
Health Associate position is
not being filled adequately
by Sansouci.

instance, there is a need for a control pills should have an
part-time P.A. to help cover exam after one year has
passed, according to Lovitz.
evening on-call hours.
Lately the doctor has given
With the hiring one-month extensions on pill
prescriptions until he can
of a permanent
schedule all the necessary
exams.
P. A. . . . th e
With the hiring of a
committee hopes permanent
P.A. as health
cpmmittee
the
associate,
to alleviate the se hopes to help alleviate
these
concerns
health care concerns.

'I think there

"I think there ought to be
ht to be mo re
more than one physician, oug
male or female," Lovitz tha n one physician
said. Lovitz has had difficulty scheduling everyone male or female , '
for various ' examinations - Lovitz said.
because of the usual fall
rush. Extra ( time is needed "I'd like to get all
for giving sports physicals segments of the Colby
and for supervising the new community that are concerned with health care
P.A.
together to present the
There is currently a problems with health care,
waiting list for gynecological to identify the problems, and
possible
exams.
Women with to
present
prescriptions for birth solutions,"Champlin said.

new dev elo pment
At 6:30 Wednesday evening The ECHO received a
call from Dean of the College Earl Smith informing
the ECHO that Molly Richardson, an experienced
local P.A., has been hired temporarily to administer
gynecological exams.

' (photo by Tad Al l yn)
Professor Fowles , of the biolo gy
department , eats with Hed ge Carter.
Increased facu l ty contact is part of
he new prog ram insti tuted th is fall.

• Faculty-s tudent

Founded , in 1877, the Echo is published weekly,
except during vacation and examination periods, bv
the students of Colby College. All correspondence
should be addressed to the Editor, Colby Echo,
Colby College, Waterville, Me. 04901. The Echo is
represented by the College Advertising Service .Inc.
for national advertising. 'Entered as second class
mail at Waterville , Me. 04901. Subscriptions are
available at $10.00 per year.
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Continued from pg.1
Azzaretti believes that his iob as affiliate is to "offer
what my forte is to the students. " As a professor in
Colby's Performing Arts program, Azzaretti hopes to
organize "previews or postludes to various plays for the
dorms, with the students going to see the plays together
and then discussing them afterwards, perhaps with the
director."
K apP8 that thesenew programs have already begun
.
to flourish?™and have unifiedthe faculty and student body
both wjthin and without the dormitories. If all indications
prove to be true, residential life can beexpected to expand
both the academic and social realms at Colby.
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Reactions to RLC,
Stu-A link are mixed
by Rick Manley
The proposal to link the
Residential Life Council with
the Student Association
Executive Board received
mixed reviews from the
Administration.

'improved
accountability' of
the executive
officers . . . was a
'positive change'
• Earl Smith, dean of the
college, reacted favorably to
most of the proposal. "The
current arrangement of StuA officers tends to be a tight
group, leaving little chance
for input into decision
making. The proposal would
open up the decision making
process and make it more
democratic," Smith said.
Smith stressed that the
"improved accountability"
of the executive officers to
the college community was
"a positive change" in the
student government.
Dean Smith's primary
criticism of the proposal
concerned the nomination of
Stu-A executives. Without
campus-wide elections, he
feared that the diverse
elements of the college
might not be fairly
represented and hoped that a

organization" but felt that
the RLC should be given
more of a chance to perform,
as established, before it is
significantly altered.

clause could be "added" to
the ammendment that would
eliminate this possibility.
Janice Seitzinger, dean of
students, was also concerned
about the representativeness
of an appointed Stu-A
executiveboard. Of primary
importance to her was
maintaining the elected
student representatives to
the board of trustees.
Seitzinger, while not opposed to the proposal as
such, preferred to "wait with
the RLC-Stu-A consolidation
and see if such changes are
really needed." This she
said in light of the fact that
the "RLC itself has only been
in existence for a year."
Seitzinger emphasized that
she was "not opposed to
change, just wary of rapid
change. "
Wes Lucas, director of
student activities, agrees
with the "proposal in
principle," but feels the

Meanwhile, the proposal is
still being reviewed by the
Review
Administrative
Committee.

(photo by Peter Coley )
Facul ty members review tenure proposal during last week's
faculty meeting .

Fraternities challenge constitutionality
of tax law in Maine's highest court
by Carta Thompson

Colby fraternities have
agreed to support a legal
effort to fight the frat tax
issue before the Maine State
Supreme Court.
Earlier this month, the
fraternities filed a lawsuit in
Kennebec County Superior
proposal . as written is Court which contains two
"cumbersome and should be parts: an appeal of the
made easier to work with." Waterville City Council's
His primary concern was the denial of tax abatement
selection
of
Stu-A applications, and a challenge
executives. He feelsthat the to the constitutionality of the
nine
executive state law that makes all
"key
organizations,
positions should remain fraternal
except college fraternities,
elected.""
tax-exempt. ,
A trial in- the State
Lucas did precise the plan
as one that would lend itself Supreme Court is necessary
to "more efficient, effective to contest the state law.

According to attorneys involved, the fraternities will
have to prove there are no
differences
important
between college fraternities
fraternal
and
other
organizations.
In February, 1982 the
fraternities
challenged
Waterville Tax Assessor
William Kirk's 1980 action
which taxed their houses.
The attorney for the
fraternities , Jed Davis,
argued before the city
council
that
college
fraternities are "benevolent
or charitable institutions,"
and that they are an intrinsic
part of Colby College, a
"literary > and scientific institution. Colby frats are
considered basically as
dormitories are,** Davis

contended .
In April, however, the City
Council voted 5-2 to break off
all negotiations on the tax
issue.
A compromise
proposal which would have
asked frats to pay municipal
"service fees" in lieu of

taxes was thereby rej ected.

"The basis of the present
appeal is a precedent
problem," Earl Smith, dean
of the college, said. "The
question is: what are they
going to tax next up here?''
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Outing club announces Katahdin trips
by Daniel Hewett
The Colby Outing Club has
planned its first trips of the
1982-83 school year. With
what is now a tradition at
Colby, its schedule starts
with three trips to Mt.
Katahdin in Baxter State
Park .

acre park is approximately Student Activities Fair or at
three hours away from the Outing Club room in
Colby.
Roberts Union . An equipment list is also available at
Because of the trip 's both places.
popularity in the past, three
In the past,, the trip has
have been scheduled this been an opportunity to meet
year in order to give more some good people or catch up
people the chance to par- with those you haven't seen
ticipate. On the weekend of
Oct. 1&2, two trips of twelve
students each will leave
Colby on the "Katahdin
Expedition." The following
weekend, one more trip will
do the same. Each trip will
be supervised by two senior
Outing Club members. To
participate, one must be a
member of the Outing Club.

The trips began in 1947
with 17 students spending a
sunny October afternoon on
the mountain. Since then it
has grown in popularity and
tripled in size. Mt. Katahain is the highest peak in
Maine ( 5267 feet) and marks
one end of the 2000 mile
Appalachian Trail.
The
Appalachian Mountain Club For those who nave riot yet
frail Guide describes the payed the $10.00 per year
Kni fe Edge Trail as "the membership fee or reserved
"lost spectacular mountain a spot on one of the trips,
^ail in the cast." The 200.000 !both can be done at either the
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since May. So take a three
day break from the charm of
Waterville and join the Colby
Outing Club for what has
traditionally been one of the
best trips of the year. If you
have any questions, either
come to the Outing Club
room or call 873-2960.
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Colby grad commutes between
Colby and Harvard
by Rick Manley
Greg Pfi tz er, a member of
the class of 1979, has
returned to teach at his alma
mater.
Pfitzer will be
teaching a senior seminar
in late 19th century
American
history emphasizing
his
own
psychological approach to
historical interpretation. He
will be filli n g in f or
Professor Robert Weisbrot
who was awarded a Mellon
Foundation grant for the
first semester.

Currently in his third year
of graduate work at Harvard, the Danforth fellow
has kept up with the Colby
community as a grader for
Professor Pete Moss in the
history department. While
a student at Colby, Greg
majored in history and
American studies along with
his work in the education
department. He graduated
first in his class and was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa .
He was both a Bixler and a
Senior Scholar and he

a "great experience." He
felt that his "closeness to the
undergraduate experience
will be an important asset to
Although still a student Colby, especially to those
himself, Pfitzer is no students interested in constranger to the other side of tinuing on in history at the
academics. .His ultimate graduate level." He sees
career goal is to teach on the himself potentially as an
college level. In addition to "informal advisor"for these
his activity as a history students.
grader he has instructed
The
Allston,
Mass.
courses at Harvard and resident will commute to
taught high school.English.
Colby each Monday for his
Pfitzer said that returning class and can be contacted
to teach with his former through the history departundergraduate professors is ment.

received the FuIIam history
prize as well as the
American studies prize.

6 Pfi tzer (photo by Suzanne Wahlig)
Faculty have greate r role in freshmenGreg
advising program for 1982 orientation
freshmen
from
their discussed. The coordinators
Another change in the Johansen assists
respective dorms, so that' plan to conduct several advising program was that
The
introduction
of individual advisors are free additional
sessions
the number of advisees per
academic advising coor- to concentrate on specific throughout the year. These advisor was reduced. In the
dinators highlighted this students' needs.
sessions will address major past, ten freshmen were dean of admissions
s changes in the freshfall'

randomly assigned an advisor and met in a group to
discuss problems. Now each
advisor is assigned seven
students,
with
each
Academic
receiving individual apcoordinators include several
pointments scheduled by the
and
members of the faculty-inDuring the first meetings selection
career college. Advisors were also
residence. They are, Sandy of the academic coordinators possibilities related
to given the option of choosing
Maisel, Robert McArthur such topics as, "What is a liberal arts.
advisees who had expressed
and Robert Weisbrot. Their liberal arts education?,*'
Dean Rose also mentioned an interest in their parfunction is to hold general placement exams, and
ticular discipline.
informational meetings with schedule planning were that another group has been
created to plan social acA final addition concerned
tivities for freshmen.
the creation of a draft adThe group, known as vising manual by Rose. The
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Such topics as "What is a liber al oris
educatio n?" , p l acement exams , and
sched ule p la nning wer e discusse d'
advising

men advising program,
according to Sonya Rose,
associate dean of the college.
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Jeff Johansen a member
of the class of 1982, has been
appointed as an assistant to
the dean of admissions. His
activities include both
representing Colby at high
achool and college fairs as
well as coordinating alumni
admissionsinterviewers.
Johansen has been involved in the college's admissions office the past three
years. He supervised tour
guides on campus, coordinated the Colby host
program for prospective
students, and collected and
evaluated the ambassador

program.
According to Johansen, he
will bring to his new job the
"insight and enthusiasm"
that only ensues from a
former student. Johansen
feels that his new job puts his
Colby undergraduate experience in a "different
perspective" by showing
first hand, how well Colby
stacks up against similar
schools.
This fall, Johansen will be
visiting schools in the
greater
Boston area ,
Atlanta, Ohio, Philadelphia,
Maryland, and Washington,
D.C.

Weather fo recast
by David Epstein
Temperatures for the week of Sept. 25-30 should
range from the low to mid-60's during the day, while
night temperatures should hit the low-40's, although
with Oct. approaching, mean temperature may well
drop by five degrees.
The annual rainfall in Sept. is approximately three
inches.Far less has fallen so far this month.
The highest temperature recorded for Sept. is 88
degrees.The lowest is 38degrees.
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Alumni gather for interviewer works hop
by Lee St. Lauj cent abroad conduct interviews. Chairperson, responsible for
Venman said that with such coordinating student inAlumni from around the numbers of interviewers, a terviews in each area. These
country will participate in better method of coor- chairpersons were selected
because they were the most
Colby's first alumni in- dination proved necessary.
terviewer workshop this
weekend. Topics covered 'We have seen prospective freshmen
will include interviewing
skills,, alumni cooridnation looking to a school' s graduates as a
and
information
dissemination.
m easure of its quality. Students are
"We're trying to get the
alumni more involved with
becoming more goal oriented'
the admissions process,"
Jane Venman, assistant to
the dean of admissions,
The country was divided able and enthusiastic alumni
- 'said.
into 37 areas based on interviewers.
They will
Since the early 1%0's population
density,
serve as chairs for one year
alumni have interviewed likelihood of applicants,and terms. If there is a good
prospective Colby freshmen. number of past inquiries. response in their area, they
Currently, almost 400 Each area has its own may be invited to serve a
alumni in the U.S. and Alumni
Interviewing
second time. 26 of the 37

alumni will attend the
workshop this weekend.
. If a high school student
contacts Colby and requests
an interview, the college will
inform the chairperson in
that area and he or she will
assign the student to a local
alumni interviewer.

In addition to interviewing
skills, the workship will
instruct the chairpersons on
visiting high schools, holding
receptions for prospective
students and guidance
motivating
counsellors,
alumni, and attending
college fairs.
The concluding activity of
the workshop will involve
some practical application of
the skills reviewed in a
"mock" interview situation.

program will be a success.
First, increasingly we
have seen prospective freshmen looking to a school's
graduates as a measure of
its quality. Students are
goalbecoming
more
oriented.
Second, wi t h
alumni dispersed across the
country, th ey ar e able to
many .. more
reach
Colby's
eople
than
Xdmissions staff of eight. By
mentioning
Colby 's

At the workshop, the
alumni will be advised on
how to interview and report
on topics including the
student's character, level of
'Alumni can contribute
motivation,
academic
a
quality,and extracurricular
mo re than money to the college
interests. These "reports on
students" aid in giving Colby
a sense of what student The interviewers will be name, they help make their
needs will be met by the given six actual past cases of local communities aware of
college.
student applicants. They us. Third, it is rewarding for
will break into groups and alumni to be able to express
then, using both objective their pride in attending
subje ctive
and
Colby. '* Here is an area
qualifications, will decide where alumni can contribute
whether or not to recom- something more than money
mend the student for ad- to the college," Venman
No names of said.
mission.
to make Colbv as healthy in paigning and indicates that students will be given,
20 years as it is today."
everything is on schedule, although the outcomes of the
"With the present enaccording to McCaskill and real-life interviews will be
and support of
McCaskill, a professional Williamson.
couragement
announced, the alumni will
for the
fund-raising consultant, will
institution
the
compare
what
be
able
to
"The fact that, we can
complete his contract with transfer our expertise to
they determined against the program, Colby is able to
Colby in December 1982.
convey to the alumni the
Colby staff is good for us, actual decision.
importance
of the job they
Pen Williamson, who is good for Colby," McCaskill
Venman explained several
said.
Venman
currently director of alumni said.
do,"
why
she
feels
the
reasons
relations and annual giving*
will then assume McCaskill's
duties. This change over
was planned from the
beginning of the cam-

Campaign utilizes volunteers
by Carla Thompson
The volunteer aspectof the
Colby 2000 campaign is
growing, according to
current campaign director
Quimby "Tim"McCaskill.
MfeCaskill said that alumni
and other friends of Colby
are working to help raise
funds for the campaign.
"We're at the 'special
gifts' level of fund-raising, "
McCaskill said. "Alumni are
asking other alumni to
give."
Support for volunteer
workers consists of teaching
them how to fund-raise
and providing fund-raising
publications, clerical help ,
and advice on strategies.
"President Cotter has more
assignments and more calls
to make than most of our
fund-raisers," McCaskill
commented. "He really is
an inspirational leader,
along with \H. Ridgely
Bullock. These two people
'make it happen.'"
Colby has an endowment
with a market value of approximately $30.6 million,
which earns 12 -13 percent
interest. Out of these interest earnings, $1.5 million
is used to cover 10 percent of
Colby's educational costs,
according to McCaskill.
,JThe rest of the interest
earned is reinvested,"
McCaskill said. "If the
college spent all of the interest, there would be no
hedge against inflation."
•

t

McCaskill noted, however,
that this system of reinvestment must be supplemented by fund-raising if
Colby is to progress. Without
substantial additions to the
endowment , Colby would
eventually be unable to offer
competitive salaries and
financial aid.
"No fund-raising is one
way to start a slow slide to
mediocrity," McCaskill said.
"This campaign is an effort

u

Special Occasion Cakes

IFC fo rms group
to stud y frats ' role
by Chris Schmidt
The
Inter-Fraternity
Council has , formed a
committee to study the
special role and responsibility of fraternities at
Colby. According to IFC
President Doug Terp , the
IFC recognizes, that some
Colby students feel uncomfortable walking down
fraternity row or into a
fraternity house.
The IFC wants to expose
students to fraternities in
non-party situations such as
faculty forums, seminar
meetings, or discussion
groups.
The Administration is
encouraging the
IFC
initiative. Earl Smith, dean
i

ot the college, agrees that
there is an "aura , right or
wrong" on fraternity row
which makes some students
feel, as if they are
trespassing on private
property. Smith hopes that
eventually all students will
be able to feel comfortable
walking into any fraternity
house.
Fraternity row was not
originally intended to be the
major thoroughfare that it is
now, Smith said. The
renovation of Roberts Union
in the late 1970s and the
accompanying move of the
Spa from Miller Library to
its
present
location
redirecteda large volume of
through
foot
traffic
Fraternity row.
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Watcrville

Across from Sterns, Entrance on th e Concourse

Co m p lete line of contact lens & eye care supplies
See us for your out-of-state prescript ions

W edne s day is All Ci t izens ' Day--:

¦
(,

10% off on all non-sqle merchandise!! I

Croissant-Danish
Ice Cream
Cookies
Donufs
Breads
Juice

Taylor 's Bakery
45 AAai n Street
872-8748
Wtvl.
V.

•

¦
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Quiche
Muffins
Frangi pan
Deli Sandwiche s
Chocolate P-nut Butter Fits

Gourmet Coffee Beans
* Call for availabilit y of specific products *
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Colby in Caen

Foreign exchange program offers
French culture to Colby students

Jenny Stringh am , Lisa Cambel l , Debbie
Spring and Jane t Morford (from Bates)
m

w ¦

"Colby in Caen," now in its third year, is a program for
juniors who are interested in learning French by immersing themselves in the French culture.
To prepare for the immersion in French, students accepted for the program must take special classes at
Colby. These classes insure that a student's knowledge
of French grammar is up to par and also teach French
colloquialisms. Even with the help of these courses,
however, most students require some time to understand
and speak the languagelike a native.
To help students through this period of acclimatization,
the program includes six weeks in Paris. During this
time, the juniors take grammar and civilizations courses
four days a week, reserving a fifth day for touring
museums to learn more about France's history and
culture.
Paris is not all work and no play, however. According
to students who have participated in the program , there is
still plenty of time to visit the cafes, patisseries, discos,
museums...the list of things to dp, it seems, is endless.
Many groups hire 'animateurs,' French students who act
as guides for the Colby group. Tours are also given of
the surrounding countryside, including Versailles,
Chantillyand Senlis.
Two supervisors stay with the group in both Paris and
Caen. Archer Greenspan, director in residence, and Annie
Lefebures, the directrice in Caen, organize the group's
tours, meetings, and parties.

Any sophomores interested in the program should
contact Margaret Gardiner in the modern foreign,
language department in Lovejoy, extension 2112. The
deadlinefor applications is Decemberfirst.
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After the stay in Paris, students move to the provincial
city of Caen. A city of 125,000, Caen is surrounded by
countryside, which tne students visit often in the course of
the year. Caen is considerably quieter than Paris, according to students, but most of them returned to the city,
only two hours away, at least once.
In Caen, the Americans take classes with French
students. Although required to take two out of a group of
core courses, students were free to choose any of the other
courses offered at the University. Colby students agree
that the classes there are comparable to Colby's, although
naturally some are harder and others easier.
While in Caen, students may choose to live in a dormitory or with a French family . While most chose the
f ormer, which gives one more freedom, many Americans
"adopted" a family through "Bienvenue a Caen ". This
organization pairs" students with French families, who
invite the Americans on family outings, to parties, or just
to dinner for a change from the normal s school diet.
The University also offers many extra-curricular
features, such as a chorus, a conservatory, a theater
group and a large gym.
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Caen students have mixed reactions to Colby
by Craig Bystrynski
Caen at Colby, the
American half of Colby's
only formal foreign exchange program, brings four
students across the Atlantic
to study the English
language and experience
American culture.

American people, adds
"You can say something
you don't want to say, and Joce, "get what they need
people will say, 'What kind from " you and they
leave...It's horrible." She
of person is he?'"
cites fraternity parties as a
The prob lems the particularly
appalling
example of the superficiality
of Colby social life. "I hate
foreign students
them, " she says. "I just go
because it's something new
for me and I want to see it. "
have . . are

Jocelyn
Baudoin ,
Jaqueline Besnard and
In finding friends, "the
Pascal Maudet from France primari l y related
interest is the clue," says
and Abdelhafid Khazaz , a
Hafid , especially where
Morrocan, are all students at
communication is conthe University of Caen, to language
cerned; "If you 're not inFrance who have elected to
differ ent , yo u're patient
t o "Joce" because
Ac cordin g
spend a year at Colby. Colby
you want to know.
students have attended Caen Baudoin , language problems Hafid seeks people who want
for the past two years, and are not the only ones the "to know me," not just his
this year fourteen are students have encountered. country and culture.
"I have a lot of bad imspending the year there.
pressions" of Colby, she
Although Hafid finds the
The problems the foreign says., "At the beginning general
of Colby
students have had adjusting when you arrive, people are studentsfriendliness
superficial,
he also
and
helpful.
But
to Colby are primarily friendly"
helpful
way.
finds
it
in
a
related to the language for the most part "People
to just know my name and
according
barrier,
"It facilitates the first
Khazaz , who prefers to be they're satisfied."
step"
toward friendship, he
called "Hafid."
To Pascal, iVs a matter of says. At Caen, everybody
"Most of the time you can curiosity. "The people are lives in single rooms and
make yourself understood," interested in us because we "You can live for a year in a
dorm and you don't know the
says Hafid , "But not are French," he says.
( always) exactly the way "There's a big difference people two doors down from
you want to be." Coming up between ( the friendliness of you. "
with, the wrong word can people on) the first day and
cause problems, too, he says. thesecond."

Career Watch

(photo by Suzanne Wahl \ o )

do you have an opinion?
let it be known...
in the ECHO
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52 Front Street ,Waterville
873-6228
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"Ever ything in Music "

Students unable to see a representative during the Colby
recruitment dirve, should call the Boston Area Office at
( 617)223-7366, or write Peace Corps, 1405 McCormack
POCH, B Boston, MA 02109.
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Bevera ge Barn

Music Center
99 Main St.
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Hamlin 's

Al Corey

PEACE CORPS- On October 12 from 9:00-10:00, there will
be a film shown at the Office of Career Services, and interviews may be scheduled for the hours between 10:00
and 5:00 for those students interested in the Peace Corps.
Students are requested to bring completed applications to
their interview appointments.
Volunteers of the Peace Corps serve in 59 developing
countries in Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Caribbean,
and the South Pacific. During their 2 years of service,
they receive a generous living allowance, paid travel and
training, complete medical care, and a post-service
readjustment allowance of $4,200 ($175 per month served.)

/

Old Milwaukee
Bar Bottles ,

872-5622

Pahst Bar Bottles

the Court House
Come in and be . surprised
by all the fun !
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Old Milwauke e Li ght
Bar Bottles
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Take time off
to watch your favorite soaps
'
Elm Plaz a , Wa te r v i l l e
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Announcements
PHILOSOPHY-RELIGION
There will be a meeting for all students majoring in the
Philosophy and Religion Department and all related
fields toda y at 5:00 in Lovejoy 319. The meeting will be
held to elect five student representatives, plus two
alternates, to attend departmental meetings.

STUDENTSINTERESTED IN STUDYING ABROAD Cornelia Herzfeld, a representative of the College Year in
Athens, will show slides on the program on Monday,
September 27, 1982 at 4:30 p.m. in the Robins Room , 2nd
floor Roberts Union.
BIRTH CONTROL WORKSHOP - sponsored by the
Women's Group and the Dana Dorm Staff will be held
tonight (Thursday) at 7:30 p.m. in the Dana Lounge. All
students are encouraged to attend.

WATSON FELLOWSHIPS - Seniors who would like to
spend one year abroad pursuing independent projects
should consider applying for a Watson Fellowship. Each
year (an average of) two awards are made to Colby
students. Interested seniors should see Charles Bassett or
Peter Harris as soon as possible. Deadline for submitting
proposals to Colby's Watson Committee is October 15,

WOMEN'S STUDIES COMMITTEE BREAKFAST today, 8:00-8:45 a.m. on the "Disco"side of Roberts
Dining Hall.

1982.

CHESS CLUB - Meeting Monday, Sept. 27, from 7:00-8:30
p.m. in the Dana Lounge.

THE WOMEN'S GROUP will meet this evening at 6:00 in
the Hurd Room, Roberts Union. All interested men and
women are invited to attend.

CHESS MASTER EXHIBITION - On Wednesday, September 29, at 7.00p.m., chess master Michael Lalikoswill
give a free, simultaneous exhibition to all interested
students. Please bring a chess set to Dana Lounge.

TRAY LUNCHEON -' with Barbara Kara, a 3-2
representative from Case-Western Reserve University,
"Will be held Friday, Sept. 24, at noon. AH interested
students are invited to attend.

COLBY ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL MEETING
(CEC) - Wednesday, Sept. 29, at 7.00 p.m. in the Robins
room of Roberts Union.

CANCELLATION - The second annual Blue Grass
Festival scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 25, in the Gould
Music Shell of Colby College has been cancelled.

THE COLBY ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL will be
sponsoring a photography contest, the theme of which is
"The Maine Environment." Photos may be in color or
black and white. The minimum size is 5x7". Prizes will be
awarded. The deadline for entries is Friday, November
12. More information will be provided in this column in the
upcoming weeks.

FRENCH TABLE - Friday, Sept. 24, Foss, small dining
room.
ITALIANTABLE - Tuesday, Sept. 28, 5:30-7:00 p.m. in the
Dana dining room .

Classified
To the mad-lovers of Coburn apt.
We miss your warm sensualit y
and tender caresses. ,
¦ Gert
and Aggie

Dear B.J. from first floor CoburnCome (oln with us for our nightly
get together.
- Signed three hungry friends.

DearScottyHang In there . I'm conning to
rescue you from your tortured
Imprisonment under the iron fist
negligent
of
the
brutal ,
Washington junior executive.
- A sympathetic friend

KJ
You told me to smack iello, and I
complied with a vengence. Oh,
my aching head...
Yourex-roornle
^^
Wdmn131Guess what% Omar 's bald Got
inaflght. Mo,how 's Irving.
¦
• X.H.R.

Margarite Estasestudiando.

C, R

Benny,
Is Eeyore still on my ceiling: .;

This Is the FIG'AIO'/generation , so

F -Sa

V

Good cod. ' :?s Dan
- The Talking Heads
To the rodentsWatch out , guys • they ' re sending an exterminator over to the*
Quad for you .

YOM KIPPUR - Monday, September 27.
YOM KIPPUR SERVICES will be conducted at
Congregational Beth I Israel on Main St. on Sept. 26 at 6:00
p.m. and on Monday, Sept. 27 at9:30 a.m.

QUESTIONS you may have regarding faith , pra yer ,
meditation , universal beliefs in world religions can be
answered in a group now forming, meeting with Chaplain
Ineson, Wednesdays, 6:30 p.m., in the Chapel Lounge.
The first meeting will be October 6.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS- A non-credit
Jan Plan for students interested in becoming an
Emergency M Medical Technician is being considered:
in order for it to be offered , sufficient student interest
must be shown. If you are seriously interested in
becoming an EMT, please call Betts Kiralis at Ext. 2205
(Eushs 307) during business hours by Friday, Sept. 24.

STUDENTS OBSERVING YOM KIPPUR who wish to
break the fast with a family in Waterville, please contact
Debbie Robbins at Ext. 2530.

lv\y old dinner GangWon'f so meone please slip some
gum Into Carlln 's coffee cup, for
old time 's sake . Miss you ,
-P.R.
For Wesleyan TransfersKeep plugging away at the
books With no distractions , this
could * easily be your best
semester ever . Prove to those
"most com petetlves " In Middletown that you 're the best,
sure think so.
• The one and only

Important
elderly
gentleman
. ..wishes to meet attractive young
co-ed who can put the lead back
in my pencil. Apply In person to
Stubby Grandall, Happy Acres
Rest Home.
Lost - My virginity, ' In or around
Lambda Chi. Reward offered
for Its return.
- Mona,care of ChI O
MelvinDon't worry - everyone knows It
wasn 't typecasting.
JeSThey 're here. The classifieds
are back. It should be an Interestlng year.
D.T
Hope you can sew buttons.
forgot.
XO ¦Du mmy
Feeling lonely? Depressed ? Join
other socially underprlvlledged
types. Meet people. Have fun.,
•
Call ex, 245d, Ed,
Syphilitic
male
who
hates
children, pets, music, moonlight,
winter and fo reigners wishes to
meet female with similar interests. Meet me on the flagpole
at midnight.
CAR FOR SALE1975 Lancia Beta Coupe. New
paint , no rust, leather seats. A
bargain at $2900. Call Wayne at
fl727044 evenings.
r (.„
FOR SALE1978 Subaru Brat - 4-wheol drive
• 44,000 miles • Good Condition •
Priced to Sell. Call 872-5242.
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PART TIME employee wanted to
put up posters on campus now
and durlno 19M-83. 2-10 hoursmonth, $4,50-hr, Send name,
address , phono no,, class yr „
etc. to Mr, Fonto n, 152 Temple
St., No, 701, Now Haven, CT
04510
...
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Needed Occasionally
for 1-2 hours N
for 20 mo . old child
Call 872-87W or
872-7720
I

Director bri ngs fore ig n and
Colby s tude n ts tog eth er
Joy Montero has been
appointed as the first permanent director of the Office
of Intercultural Activities.
Originally
from
the
Phillipin es, Montero moved
with her family to the United
States ten years ago,
eventually settling in West
Virginia. Her most recent
post was Residence Life
Coordinator at West Virginia
WesleyanCollege
The Office of Intercultural
Activities was created at the
beginning of the 1980-81
school year.
The two
previous directors were
hired on a one year basis,
although the establishment
of a permanent director' was
intended from the initiation
of the off ice.
Montero's duties are
divided between the Dean of
Student's Office and the
Admissions Office. They
counselling,
include
scheduling activities, and
recruiting work.' She deals
with the 41 international
students as well as with the
minority students and
groups on campus.

With. Montero's establishment as the permanent
Director oif Interculutral
Activities, the Dean of
Students Office hopes to
initiate continuity in the
office, with more opportunities ' to start new
programs and activities.

i
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intended for all students,
held earlier this month.
"Many
more students
showed up than I had expected," Montero said. "If
that was an indication of the
students' interest, it will be a
good year."

'I' m ver y o p en to n ew ideas...
i nput from students ,
faculty and staff me mbers .'
I would like to provide not
only intercultural activities
for the minority and international students, but also
for the Colby Community."
said Montero. She hopes to
bring ordinary students
together with the international and minority
students "in order to
facilitate intercultural exchange."
The attitude on campus
towards these activities is,
in general, positive, Montero
feels. One event already
sponsored by the office was
an ice cream sundae party

Specific
activities
scheduled for the near future
include a talk on "Indian
Classical : Dances" by
Pakistani student Pari
Ansari on October 6, "Get a
taste of France through
music", an informal concert
and sing-along with Pascal
Maudet, a French exchange
student on October ?, and "Is
race
declining
in
significance as a major
social issue?", a discussion
led by Dallas Browne of the
Sociology Department on
October 20th. Exact times
and places for these activities will be determined
soon.
In addition to these activities are some which have
been suggested and will take
place if there is enough
student interest. One of
these would be a series of
foreign cooking classes, with
such choices as Phillipine,
Chinese,
French, and
Pakistani cusine.

'Th e attitu de...
on camp us is , in
genera l , p ositive.

• '
,
Joy Montero

3
' y >'
FOR , APPOINTMENTS
PHONE 873*1344

(photo by Don Gallo)

"I'm very open to new
ideas," Montero says, and
she welcomes "input from
students, faculty, and staff
members."
For more information,
contact Joy Montero at the
Office of
Intercultural
Activities, in Lovejoy.

Take Advanta ge
of our Reduced Price

American Cancer Society
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by Lee-Anne Famo lare
Maureen Connor gave a
slide presentation Sept. 20
illustratin g her recent ar t
work. She began the slide
lecture with quotes from
Goethe and Beckett which
she felt expressed her attitude about cloth and
clothin g.
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Grand mother had made for
her when she was a child.
Connor 's work also has a
historical significance. She
has included eight of twelve
panels created for a show in
the Tweed Courthouse , N.Y.,
in the Jette gallery. Through
the use of clothing, these
panels
show
changing
aspects of American life.

mmff
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According to Connor, the
journey from a 1920's cubist
approach to the 1930's
Bridal
"Military
and
Gowns , " to a 1960's bluejeans culture is a fascinating
one. . k
Connor 's "Wall Clothing,
Linen , and Straw " will be at
the Colby College Art
Museum throu gh Oct. 10.

Expanding on Beckett' s
theory, Connor described
cloth as a substan ce of habi t
that
contribut es
both
physically and spirit ually to
the mundan e. Cloth and
clothing not only protect us
from the environment , but
they also satisfy certain
emotional needs, such as the
display of status , Connor
said.

Maureen

Conner ' s sculp t ure , Ha t P i n s . ( p h o t o by L a u r i e Brown)

Hall a success

Arthur
by Carol Eisenberg
This week; Colby was
fortunate to have the Arthur
Hall Afro-American Dance
Ensemble in residence. The
excitement began with open
African and Modern dance
classes on Friday and
climaxed with a concert on
Saturday night in Strider
Theater.
I, along .with about forty
other male and female
student s of varying levels of
incompetence , a t tende d an
Af r ican danc e class . W e
were firs t led in a grueling ,
in the best sense of the word ,
barr e exerc ise, by Arthur
Hall. Then , combi nations
were taugh t to us by the
company .
We started out mildly
inhibited , but with the
constant accompaniment of
a congo dru m and the ent hus i asm of t he compan y
mem bers , ever y one q uickl y
loosened up and enjoyed the
class.
The class was
followed by a reception in
Mary Low Lounge , where ,
t he compan y an d their
families
mingled
will
students and faculty.
t
Saturday 's concert began
exquisitely with "Obtala ," a
Niger ia n festiva l dance to
the "K ing of White Cloth ,"
who i s the embodiment of the
creative spirit. The dancers ,
i in
traditional
white
immediately
cos tumes ,
remove d the audience to
Africa with their traditional
danc i ng, chant ing , and offering of sacrifices . They
w or e a ccom p anied by congo
drums , an occasional flute ,
and various oth er percussion ,

instruments . Arthur HaU
The piece deal s with
ma de his fi rst majest ic frustrations of ghetto life,
appearance in this piece as unreal ized dreams , and lost

the King .
The progra m continued
wi t h
several
mor e
traditional
dances from
different countr ies, conno ti ng such events as
init iat ion into womanhood ,
gr eetin g the f ull moon, and
giving thanks for the har-

vest.

In Africa , the drummer
was cons idere d a sacred
person , f or it was throu gh
the drums tha t people went
to work , worship, or war.
Twice during the evening,
the four or five percussionists performed impress ively
without
the

dancers.

Arthur
Hall' s second
appearance was in the
" Snake
breathtak ing
The snake
Dance . "
represents continuity and
there fore represents the
spiri t of the First Af rica n
ancestor ,
Hall , in a
snakeskin-l ike
unitard ,
became someth ing more
than a dancer p erformin g a
combinat ion. He somehow
created a magical new entit y
that lies somewhere between

man and snake.
The final selection , a
Modern p iece t itled " A

Dream Deferred-Monkey on
My Back ," was the only

deviation from traditional

identities.
This final attem pt was
interestin g, but the company 's f orte is tr aditiona l
dan ce. I t might be better
placed just before interm ission , so the concert
can end with a stronger pi ece
while st ill preser ving the
\
continuit y.
One of the most satis fy ing
aspects of the concert was
the indiv idualit y of the
dancers . Far from being
stereot yp icall y long and
reed-thin , the y came in
man y rea listic sha pes and
sizes. The y seemed not like
little gods and goddesses ;
rather , they were ordinar y

My work is intuitive ,"
Connor said. "Many of my
ideas come after
the
process. "
According to
Connor , her intuition , sense
of humor , interest in both
pub lic a nd pr ivate sectors of
life are evident in her artwork.
The

slide pre sentation
Connor 's art istic
development from the 1973
example of giant inflating
and deflating vinyl flowers to
the 1981-1982 "History of the
Collar ," which can be
viewed in her exhibition at
Colby . In this latest piece,
Connor comments on the
frivolousness of society by
enlarg ing the f orm and
changin g the mat er ial.

trac ed

Many of Conn or 's own
clothing pieces as well as
those of close famil y
members are used in her

work.

"Little Lambs Eat

Ivy" ( 1977) is a piece that
men and women in touch creates a ra inbow effect out
with the rhythms we can all of dresse s that Connor 's

hear and feel but have
r emoved ourselves f rom .

New bands fo rm
by Ri ck Patten

The Colby Band began
anothe r season last Wednesday at its first rehea rsal
and inform ation session ,
In the past years , the
Colby Band , directed by
Adrian Lo, has been in the
process of rebuildin g, Lo

said.

The new officers of the
modes and a minor disa p- band include Tom Williams ,
pointment.
The dancers president ; Rick Patten ,
p arade
of vice-president;
were
a
Dennis
stereotypica l characters ; a Belanger , man ager ; and
j unki e, an athlete , and a Beverly Rice , secre tar y.
prosti tute , and were in- Officers will work closely
teru pted occasionally by a with Lo to- mak e this year
cru elly ridiculed "bag lady. " run smoothly .

In the past , t he concert
band has branched out into
the Locomotion Jazz Band ,
and th is yea r will include

other groups such as the

school spirited Pep-Band.

There will be a few new
bands such as a Dixieland
and a Jazz-Blues ensemble ,

I f you 're interested in
getting involved , weekl y

rehearsals ore held Wednesday nights at 6:30, For
further informatio n , call
Adrian Lo, X2239, or contact
him, at the Band Office, 2nd

floor Bixler.

(photo by Laurie B rown )
Maureen Conner 's wicker ar t

Orienta l art sale
by Duane Ja ckson
Colby certainly prese nts a wide variet y when it comes
to art. On Tuesday, September 28, Colby will have its
annual art exhibition and sale at Roberts Union Gallery
between the hours of 10and 5.
Here , at this exhibition , is a wide collection of original
Oriental Art with over one thous and pieces from, the East
and including pieces from Jap an , China , India , Tibet and
Thailand.
The oldest prints go as far back as the early 18th and
19th centuries . Such pieces include Japanese woodcuts ,
Indian miniature paintings and manuscripts along with
master works by artists like Hiroshige , Kuni yoshi and
Kunisada.
The group of modern art includes original woodcuts ,
etchings , lithographs , serigra phs and mezzotints created
and designed by such world ren owned experts as Saito,
Azechi, Mori , Katsuda , Taj ima , and Maki plus a varied
selection of contemporary Chine se designs.
Prints are shown in open portfolios in a casual atmosphere and everyone is welcome to glance at this interesting collection . Though the prices vary great ly for
each item , one is sure to find a small jewel that enn fit his
pocketbook. Marson Ltd ., the specialists in art exhibitions
and sales, provides its collections at colleges, museums
and universities across the country.

BACK2 THE
BASE

Bardnt-Webb:
director,teacher,performer
by Derek S. Tarson

• ' 'I

course reierring to bands
mat top the American
Styx, and
charts,
Music" Journey.like REO,
"Progressive
means to a lot of people just
one certain style of playing.
A band like REO SpeedBut in reality it refers to a wagon is at the opposite end
forward : movement - a of die spectrum from Elvis.
progression. There has They are clearly aiming for
always been "progressive a comfortable seat at the top
music," and there always of the U.S. charts. They thus
wUl be. put out music full of catchy
guitar licks and lyrics that
A clear difference between automatically stick in your
good music and bad music head from day one. They
can be made in terms of catch the public's attention
creativity, innovativeness, just long enough for them to
and originality. Progressive go out and buy the album.
music comes of course out of They sell millions upon
a progressive musician. It is millions of records. Their
one stop on an endless road. music, though, is in no way
If the progressive musician progressive, and neither are
ever finds an end to this road the musicians.
he stops being progressive.
The progressive artist can
Now,_ I don't want to
thus be defined as one who is confuse success with selling
continuously experimenting out. "Selling out" refers to
and trying out new ideas.
bands with such a desire for
success that they plug into
Whether or not his music an already-proven formula
gets better or worse is a in order that they,too, can
matter of opinion, since "make it big." One example
progress is not necessarily of
a sell-out would be Asia.
linked with popularity. Most The musicians here each
musicians do, though, want came from some of the
their music to be accepted leading British progressive
and liked.
bands,of the seventies-King
Crimson, Yes, ELP-buthave
A classic example of a plugged themselves into an
progressive musician is American pop format. I
Elvis Costello. His music has won't make too many harsh
moved through many dif- judgements about the band
ferent styles, including since they 've only released
rockabilly, Motown, country- one album, but that one
western, and good old rock- album was not really
n-roll. Each time he puts out anything new and innovative
an album the critics call it a considering the caliber of the
masterpiece.
musicians.
•

The Glee Club this year is
under the direction of
Miriam Bardnt-Webb,-a new
addition to the Music
Department. Bardnt-Webb
is taking the place of
Professor Paul Machlin who
is on sabbatical this year.

by Sue Egypt

His
newest
album
"Imperial Bedroom " is hard
to define in terms of style,
except that it's something
beyond where he was before.
In an interview with David
Letterman this past summer
he talked a little about the
range of his music,
Costellosaid that he found
it very boring just to do the
same thing over and over, as
so many popular bands do
when they hit upon a successful formula. He was of

The opposite of this would
be a band whose music just
hits the right spot, not one
who contrives that spot; a
musician to whom the public
adapts itself , not one who
adapts himself to what the
public wants.
And where would we stand
without progression in
music? We would find
ourselves listening to the
same polished formula, song
after song.

M DUKE
Ifffll 5^5 THE FUQUA SCHOOL
of business
kSIiihisI

A represen tative of the Fu .jua School '
of.Business of Duke Un i versi ty will
.
be on Cain tit> Tuesday, Oc tobe r 5, to
di scuss tlici 'M ttA P rog ram . Interested
s tuden ts may obtain further Information by contac ting the Career Plan - ntn g Office .

Bardnt-Webb's
background includes the
completion of six years
teaching and conducting
experience at Bowdoin.
Prior to that, she taught at
Lafayette and Smith, and
was a visiting lecturer at
many other colleges.

(photo by Laurie Brown)
Miriam Bardnt-Webb directing the Glee Club.

Her interests include
Renaissance music, and
Early American music, the
subject of her Master's
According to.
doctorate.
Professor Armstrong, the
music department is excited
about having her at Colby,
because there has never

ontinued on page 12

Voyage to the boondocks
by Debbie Robbins
It is a rare Colby Student who' hasn't at one time or
another been the brunt of a joke about going to school in
the boondocks of Maine. The Common Ground Country
Fair being conducted this weekend in Augusta provides
the perfectopportunity to learn what life in the country is
really like.
Common Ground, which is sponsered by the Maine
Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association (MOF&G)
is conducting its sixth annual fair in celebration of
rural life. People from all over Maine will be exhibiting,
demonstrating and talkingabout country life.
Demonstrations range from mowing with a hand scythe
to sauerkraut making to welding. Animal shows include a
sheep show, goat show, poultry show, draft horse show,
cattle display, donkeys and mules.
The fair features a number of performances by Maine

musicians, a fiddle contest and a contra dance on
Saturday. Also providing entertainment will be Wandering Minstrels, Barbershop Quartets, Jugglers and
Story tellers. There will also be hot air balloon rides in
addition to an old fashioned country auction, a bike race,
and a foot race.
. Seminars will be conducted on topicssuch as holistic
health, nutrition, biodynamic agricultureand energy.
Maine's best organically grown fruits and vegetables,
hand crafts, and baked goods will be available for sale.
The fair will take placeat the Windsor Fair Grounds off
of Route 32 in Augusta on Sept. 24,25,26. Admission is $3
and more details can be obtained by calling 622-3118.
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Music

Instruments and Accessories
Yamaha Guit ars , Aria Pro H Guitars
Legend Amplifiers, MXR , Boss and
Electro -Harmonix effects , strings
and lots mor e.
This weeks special:
30% off
Yamaha Guitars with this ad.
^3 Main St. Fa i rfield 453-2942

Busy year ahead
for the theater at Colby
course offered this semester.
The course teams together;
movement teacher Tina
Wentzel, and the literary and
theatrical
talents
of
Professor Azzaretti and
Professor Dick Sewell.
Colby and local productions
will be incorporated into the
study and criticism of
theater.

by Greg Walsh

"It's an exciting time for
performing arts at Colby"
says drama and literature
teacher, Nick Azzaretti. The
increasing importance of
of
literary
criticism,
historical background, and
of production and perfection
techniques is creating a
more intelligent and better
Also, a spring semester
production .
course will allow "total
immersion" in the literature
Rich
Schwermer,
and production of the 20th
president of the student century
European
Powder and Wig Society playwright, Pirandello: and
shares
Azzaretti's en- the performance of two
"Colby will Pirandello
thusiasm;
plays
will
present a full year of in- culminate the course in late
teresting
productions, spring.
maximize theatre facilities,
The Performing Arts
and utilize the directeral,
Department
and the Powder
technical, and performance
and
Wig
Society
have a
abilities of a large number of
variety
of
productions
this
students."
year, including : dance
Rehersals
An evident trend is the drama, and
have
already
begun
for
integration of academics
Charles
Gordone's
"No
with student performances.
Azzaretti comments that the Place to Be Somebody."
performing arts department Sewell and Azzaretti will
at Colby is "academically direct this Pulitzer prize
legitimizing theatre as part winning play about racial
of a liberal arts education." and political tensions at a
This is visible in the variety bar in Harlem. Azzaretti is
of courses on acting, theatre pleased that this production
production , and literary and will feature a significant
of Colby's black
dramatalurgical
analysis number
students.
and criticism. An example
Powder and Wig will
of this integration is the
student
present
three
"Performance
Event"

directed and produced shows
this semester. John Haddow
will direct "A View From the
Bridge" in early November.
The largest Powder and Wig
production this fall will be
Arthur Miller's "Death of A
Salesman" directed by
The
Bridget Callahan.
season will end on a
humorous note with Derek
Tarson's direction of "The
Butler Did It."
Although there is no big
spring musical planned, Janplan's production "Trojan
Women", the One-ActFestival, the two Pirandello
plays, a couple of unspecified student productions, and dance programs
will fill the cultural - entertainment calendar next
semester.
Students interested in
performing,
advertising,
technical work, scenery, or
costumes, should contact
Rich Schwermer. through
Powder and Wig, or The
Performing Arts Department in Runnal's Union.

A GbeOub
Continued from pg. 11
been an expert in those fields
here before.
The Glee Club's first
concert, on November 21,
will consist of both American
and Renaissance period
madrigals. These pieces will
also be repeated in a major
concert on December 5. The
second concert will also
include, "Te Deum" by
Kodaly, which will be performed with the Waterville
Community Chorus and the
Colby
Community
Orchestra.
Bardnt-Webb hopes to
have an exchange concert
with another college but
, plans are still indefinite.
Bardnt-Webb is teaching
several courses, at Colby.
These include a course in
American music, a music
history course , and a course
in conducting.
In addition to a teacher
and director, Bardnt-Webb is
also a performer. With a
number of recitals scheduled
throughout the year, her first
appearance will be in the
Vespers Concert September
25, at 4:00 in the Lorimer
Chapel.

Arts Notes

Stu-A Films

THE CATCH presented by Stu-A Social Life. The
dance will be held Saturday, September 25 from 9-1
a.m. in Foss Hall with a catered bar. There will be no
admission charge.

by Chip Rooney

SCULPTURE EXHIBIT by Maureen Conner in Colby
Art Museum open daily, 9-12 and 1-4.
COMMON GROUND COUNTRY FAIR. September
24, 25, 26, Windsor Fairground, Rt. 32 in Augusta.
Admission - $3.
STU-A FILM : CASABLANCA Thursday, Sept. 23lat
7 and 9:30. Lovejoy 100. Admission $1.
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STU-A FILM : ORDINARY PEOPLE. Friday 24,
and Saturday, 25, 7 and 9:30. Lovejoy 100. Admission
$1.
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254 MAIN STREET

WATERVILLE
873-1798
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and meet new ones.

!

Men 's and Women's Hair Styles

Thanks for making last week

!

Both Walk in and Appointment
Open 8am-5pm. ' "." J ^ '
w
*"" ?
^ w 873-5076

my best in sales ever.
i

Hope to see you all soo n !
•
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Has Moved to «RAIR DESIGN"

'
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Located in the Winslow Mini Mall

It was nice to see old friends

¦

~

Miriam Bardn t-Webb; New member of the
Music Depa r tment.
~

VESPER CONCERT. Featuring Art songs and
Arias, Sunday, September 26, at 4:00 in the Lorimer
Chapel.
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As this weekend's feature,
Stu-A Films presents the
Academy Award winner for
the Best Picture of 1980,
People," on
"Ordinary
Friday and Saturday nights
Donald
at . 7 and 9:30.
Sutherland and Mary Tyler
Moore are cast as parents
wh ose old est son has j ust
creating
drown,
psychological problems not
only for them, but also f or
their one remaining son,
Timothy
portrayed
by
Hutton. Robert Redford,
who made his debut as a
director with this film,
melded
the
carefully
personalities
characters'
into a strikingly realistic
drama of family life under
fttrftss

Although the Film Group
tends to prefer comedies,
"Ordinary People" is of such
and so
high quality
thoroughly relevant to many
students' experiences that it

is expected to be very
popular despite its obviously
serious overtones.
With "Ordinary People's"
relevance in mind, an experimental forum . will be
held in Mary Low Lounge at
6:30, Sunday night. The
suggestion of movie f orums
has been proposed by
Prof essors Chip Hauss and
These
Cal Mackenzie.
forums aim to correlate
varied cinematic themes
with Colby life.
In this, the first of a
possible monthly series of
f orums, the focus will be on
the universality of family
problems, and the stresses
placed on each member.
This discussion is not meant
to be a sombre "rag"
session, but hopefully the
emphasis will be placed on a
constructive discussion of
dealing with family adversities, initially drawn
from the movie and then
reapplied to real life,
Refreshments will be served
in a casual atmosphere.
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Tragedy strikes
sportsworld
byJoeDeburro

The 1 893 Co l by Un i vers i ty var sity footba ll team . Colby compiled a 4-3-1 record ,

...And Now

(photo by Tad Al l yn;
Sophomore defensive back Mlke . McGrath , a member of the 1982 Co l by Colle ge
varsity football , team , drives a Bates College rushe r out of bounds In Saturd ay ' s
CBB scrimma ge at Co l by .

It was a tragic day in sports Monday.
One institution of sport, the Boston Red Sox, died, at
least temporarily, when it fell eight games behind the
Milwaukee Brewers with only 12 games to play. Another
sports institution, the National Football League, lapsed
into a coma the same evening when the first regular
season players ' strike in the league's 63-year history
halted play indefinitely.
THE'DEMISE OF the Red Sox delivered little surprise
to those of us who have died a thousand deaths with them.
But this year, there was a difference. The death was not
as agonizing as it so often had been in previous years.
Instead, the 1982 Red Sox were a fun team, and the end
camerelatively painlessly.
The Obituary for the 1982 Boston Red Sox goes
something like this:
"The Boston Red Sox, 'New England's Team,' died
Monday night after a brief illness. The exact cause of
death was unknown pending an October autopsy by
Boston's Chief of Baseball Medicine, Dr. Ralph Houk.
Boston was six and a half months old.
"Informed sources, however, offered speculation
centering on a debilitating weakness in Boston 's starting
pitching staff.
"The 1982 Red Sox spent most of their lives in contention
for the pennant of the American League East.
Throughout its life, Boston played a particularly exciting
brand of baseball, winning over 30 come-from-behind
games.
"In its youth, Boston took baseball experts and the AL
by surprise when it won 22 of its first 31 games. Boston
continued to shock thebaseball world when it stayed in the
pennant race well into September.
"A close friend of the 1982 Red Sox, R. S. Fan, said, 'I
remember when Boston was just a baby in spring
training. No one expected them to go anywhere. But
when tihe season started, they grew into a strong team
with a good attitude. They really were a team this year...
they really wanted to win.'
"Boston leaves its parents, Haywood Sullivan and
Buddy LeRoux ; nine brothers who remain alive in their
respective divisions; and millions of fans across the
country.
"Services will be said Sept. 24-30 at Fenway Park
Chapel in Boston at 7:35p.m.
"Burial will be Sunday, Oct. 3 at 2:05 p.m. at Yankee
Stadium Cemetery in New York City, where the season
concludes.
"Resurrection will be at Chain-O'-Lakes Park in
Florida next March."
The 1982 Red Sox may be dead, but the 1983 Red Sox are
probably already being conceived in the minds of
Sullivan, LeRoux, et. al.
THE COMA WHICH the NFL was striken by maynofbe
fatal , but it raises questions about the stability of
professional spores.
Judging from the success of major league baseball even
after last year's strike, the outlook for football's recovery
from its strike looks promising. However, a prolonged
strike in the NFL could easily wipe out the entire season.
A cancelled season would not only damage the league
financially , it would also interrupt the continuity of the
league (something which not even World War II accomplished.)
The NFL players' strike will probably be settled,
probably in time to save this season, and fans will
probably flock again to football stadia and TV sets across
the country. But the precedent for strikes in professional
s"ports has now clearly been set, and other pro players'
unions will probably strike again in the future.
Americans proved last year that they can survive
without major league baseball for a short while, and they
will, I'm sur e, prove that they can survive without major
leaguefootball for a short while this year.
If professional athletes continue to strike for exorbitant
wages to piny children's games, however, maybe
Americans will decide that they can survive without
major league sports for a long while.

Men 's soccer...

WhiteMuIes upset
by Michael Fortin
The Colby soccer team
turned back a second half
rally and upset visiting
Middlebu ry
College
Saturday v afternoon, 2-1.
Senior brothers Mark and
Mike Schafer accounted for
the two Colby goals.
Middlebury , fifth-ranked
in New England in Division
III , opened the scoring at the
37 minute mark of the first
half on a goal by Joe Ulrich.
Ten minutes later, Mark
Schafer headed in the
equalizer just out of the
reach
of
Middlebury
goalkeeper Tom Lombard!.
Assisting on the goal were
Paul Swartz and Mark
Burke.
Mike Schafer scored what
proved to be the gamewinner
with 17 minutes left in the
first half. Schafer placed a
penalty kick in the lower left
corner, wrapping up the
scoring in the first half.
In the second half, the
Colby defense was severely
tested.
Anchored
by
sweeperback Mike Schafer,
Colby 's defense turned back
wave after wave of offensive
rushes by Middlebury.
Goalie Tim McCrystal came
up with several key second
half saves. The Panthers
finished with a 14-8 shots on
goal advantage.
The victory was Colby's
second in two tries. Colby
blanked Norwich University,
3-0, in its home opener
Friday. Mike Schafer scored
the gamewinner on a penalty
kick at the 28 minute mark of
the first half.
Colby took a 2-0 lead with
five minutes left in the first
half. Paul Swartz received a
heel pass from Kwame
Adom-Nkansah and beat the
Norwich goalie.

I

Freshman Mark Burke
played a strong game,
pressuring Norwich at the
end of the first half with
several shots. In the second
h alf , Burke's hard work paid
off. On a direct kick, Burke
placed a perfect "banana"
into the upper right corner,
taking the Norwich keeper
by surprise.
"I thought the team played
well. The conditioning will
improve over the season, but
overall I was really
pleased," coach Mark
Serdjenian said.
Starting goalie Jamie
O'Neil and Tim McCrystal

shared the keeping duties
with nine saves.
SOCCER SAGAS - Eric Van
G-estal will be lost for the
season. Van Gestal tore
ligaments in his knee in the
game against Norwich
University....Mike Schafer
badly sprained his ankle in
the Middlebury game. He
was a doubtful starter for
Wednesday 's
scheduled
game against Bowdoin
College.... Colby's early
season success earned the
White Mules a ninth' place
ranking in this week's New
England Division III soccer
poll.

(photo by Sw i ng Robertson)

AWR I GHT ! - Co l by 's men 's soccer celebrates 2-1 upset
victory over Middlebury Col l ege las t Saturday.

Hanna , Johnson Earn Ail -American
by Libby Wheatley

Freshmen T.J. Hanna and Kristen Johnson became

Colby 's first female All-American track and field athletes

(photo by Sw i ng Robertson )
LEAD I NG THE PACK - Colby 's Kelly Dodge (fa r right) is first
a round turn in cross country meet Saturday .
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last spring.
Each was named an All-American by placing among the
top six finishers in their respective events at the NCAA
Division III National Championships held at North
Central College in Naperville, Illinois.
Hanna attained All-American status while placing fifth
in the 100 meter hurdles with a time of 15.44 seconds.
During the spring track season, Hanna also set records in
the 55 and 100 meter hurdles, with times of 8.6 and 15.0
secondsrespectively.
The New England Small College Athletic Conference
champion in the 100 meter hurdles and the 100 and 200
meter dashes, Hanna was also named the team's Most
Valuable Player, being the Mules' top point scorer.
Johnson achieved All-American honors by placing third
in the heptathlon, a seven-event, two-day contest. The
heptathlon includes the 100 meter hurdles, shotput, high
jump, 200 meter dash, long jump, javelin throw, and 800
meter run.
While establishing herself as an All-American, Johnson
broke the Colby records in the high jump (5 feet 5 inches),
javelin (101 feet 6 inches), and heptathlon (4 ,441 points).
When asked to comment on the meet, coach Rick Bell
remarked, "Meeting with hundreds of other top athletes
from all over the nation was a great learning experience
for Kris and T.J. It was also excellent in that it gave Colby
national exposure,"

Women s x-couniry...

Harriers start on positiv e foot
by Libby WheaUey

The women's crosscountry team began its
season on a positive note last
Saturday in a meet against
the University of MaineOrono, Bowdoin College, and
the University of Southern
Maine.
Although the team placed
fourth overall, co-captains
Ann Cullenberg and Debbie
Scanlon were impressed
with the team's performance, and look forward
to an improvement over last
year.
In tho 3.1 mile effort , the
Mules were led by senior co-

captain Cullenberg, who great deal of unity and enplaced sixth overall, with a thusiasm
among
our
time of 21:47. Another ex- members this year. I think
ceptional performance was this has especially been
put forth by Kris Giblin, a generated by our vivacious
freshman from Seekonk, new coach,"said Scanlon.
Mass., who should prove to • , The "vivacious new
be an asset to the team this coach," Karen McCann, a
year.
Waterville High School
Other strong finishers music teach er, and an
were sophomore Debbie , outstanding di stance runner,
Lindberg, senior Roberta has added new training ideas
Bloom, sophomore Meg to the Mule regimen. Karen
Wlmmer, junior Debbie feels that the team should do
Scanlon, and freshman Tina well this year, and is looking
Babarovic, comprising the forward to a good season.
j top seven Mule runners.
The harriers next test is
; Team leader Debbie the CBB meet Saturday at
Scanlon commented on th e BatesCollege at noon.
team's attitude. "There's a

Field Hockey ...

first losing season in six
years), earned a 2-0 victory
The trials and sufferings of over Wheaton College in the
last season's rebuilding year season opener Saturday at
have started to pay off for Colby. It was Colby's first
Colby field hockey, coach field hockey triumph over
Wheaton.
Debbie Pluck in 1982.
"It was good to see the
Pluck's charges, who
suffered through a 6-8-2 offense score some goals
campaign last year (Pluck's early, " Pluck beamed. Last
by JoeDeburro

Sports This Wee k
(Home games capi talized )

FOOTBALL
1 :30 p.m.

Wesleyan

Sep t. 25

MEN 'S SOCCER

2:0.0 p.m. Sep t. .25

Babson

Sept. 29

li. MAINE -0R0N0 3:00 pm

WOMEN'S SOCCER
CURRY

1:00 pm

Sept. 25

BATES

3:30 pm

Sept. 28

MEN 'S CROSS COUNTRY
Amherst , Bentley , Tufts a t Boston
noon - Sept . 25
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Co l by-Bates-Bowdbin Meet at
Lewiston
noon
Sept. 25

year, Colby 's anemic offense
produced only 15 goals in 16
games:
Letty Roberts scored what
proved to be the gamewinning goal 23 minutes into
the first half. Diane Peterec,
playing a link position, got
the assist, placing the ball
perfectly into the circle after
receiving a cross pass from
right wing Wendy Runstadler.
Jill Watson gave the White
Mules a 2-0 lead five minutes
later. Watson, playing in the
circle,
powered
an
unassisted
goal
past
Wheaton
goalie Mary
Campbell.
Wheaton.outshot Colby, 128. Wheaton had a big chance
to cut the lead in half when it
was awarded a penalty
stroke 15.minutes into the
second half. Colby goalie
Anne Geagan made one bf
her ten saves on the penalty
stroke to preserve the
shutout.
Geagan is one of three
seniors who form the nucleus
of the team. Geagan was
ranked second best goalie in
Maine last year in her first
season playing field hockey
at Colby. "Anne's a good
leader," Pluck said. "I'd
like to see her make top in
the state this year. There's
some good competition."
The other seniors are cocaptains
Peterec and
Runstadler, who were
named to the All-Maine team
in 1981. "There's no doubt
that Wendy is the top right
wing in the state as far as
skill and speed are concerned," Pluck said.
Peterec, who had played
back previously, lias moved
to a link position this year.
"She's already proven she
can handle the change,"
Pluck said. Freshman Lori
O'Keefe plays the other link
position.
The forwards, besides
Runstadler, are all juniors

SALEM STATE

4:00;pm

Sept. . 24

- 4:00 pm

Sept. 28
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(photo by Swing Rober tson)
DEFENDER
Colb
y center back Kathy
At fullback is sophomore
Kathy Hughes. "She's come Nickerson (21) defends against Wheaton
through with some in- Col l ege 's Pat Crostun Saturday. Co l by
credible plays. There's lots won . 2-0.
of pressure on that position,''
Pluck; said.
Freshman Becca Sears
ow oin tie
"can fit almost anywhere
The high-flying men's soccer team, ranked ninth after
from a back to a link" Pluck
said. "This is probably the upsetting Middlebury last week, tied Bowdoin 1-1here last
strongest freshman class night. Freshman Mark Burke scored the goal on an assist
by Kwame Adom-Nkansah. Mules now boast a 2-0-1mark.
I've had skillwise."

Colby .B

Pluck hopes the team will
return to the form which
earned it second place in
Maine in 1980. "We have a
very competitive schedule, P
but I have high expectations," Pluck said.
"There 's fun in playing a
challenging schedule. We'll
be up for it."

rfSlSU?*
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X-C Skiers - Comp lete Packa ge
(skis, boots , bindings , poles,
and installation ) $9990
6 Packages to chose fro m Trak no-wa tf, Rft 11ye, Zephyr ,
Karh u training, training GT
and Kick

WOMEN'S TENNIS
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"Kathy has played extremely well," Pluck said.
"It's a big change. She's
more involved in the play,
she has to move a lot more,
and she has to direct the
play. I'm extremely pleased
with her adjustment. "
Pluck added that freshman Helene Landers "can
come in anytime" to do the
j ob.
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Joseph 's

FIELD HOCKEY
Lyndon State

who have improved greatly
since last year. "The offense
was . inexperienced - last
year," Pluck said. "Thi s
year our forward line is
much more experienced.
They have more speed arid
they should be confident in
their play. "
Juniors Roberts, Watson,
Jessica Gwynne, Maureen
Betro, and Joyce Hartwick
team up with senior Runstadler to make a strong
offense.
Juniors Sharon Kehoe,
Sheila Ryan, and Kathy
Nickerson are the starting
backs. Nickerson, the center
back, has moved from her
former fullback position.
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Come in and sec the new Rossignol
cross country and down hill skis
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ENTERTAI NMENT

Fri. and Sat. The Linds ay Abbot Band
. ;• Sun. and Mon. Buffalo Chi p Tea
r~
"*
DINNER SPECI ALS
Veal Parmi giana 7.95
Baked Atlantic Halibut 7.9£
\
Lounge Open 7 Nights Til 1 am.
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Women 's health care concerns lost in
bureaucratic jum ble-it's time for coordination
At Colby, women's health care has become a bureaucratic nightmare.
Colby women are upset because there is not an experienced female
medical personnel to provide gynecological services, including counselling. The concern is justified ; the situation is not.
Representatives from the women's group, personnel at the Health
Center and the administration have disagreed over the situation.
Meanwhile, the central issue, deciding on Colby 's women's health care";is
delayed.
While the red tape is creating a tangled web, a temporary physician's
assistant- has been hired to replace Jane Schwartz. The newly hired
assistant has gone through her physician's assistant training program, but
she has not had any experience assisting a physician, performing
gynecological examinations, fitting diaphragms and other birth control
apparatus or counselling. This position is not merely a temporary position
for a few weeks. A permanent assistant is not expected to be hired until
late October or early November.
If a Colby woman is seeking gynecological services and advice from
another woman, she must go downtown. If she goes to the Women 's Health
Care Clinic in Waterville, has a gynecological examination and purchases
birth control material, she will pay approximately $60. If she does not go
and she has a serious gynecological problem or becomes pregnant, the
student will not only suffer, but the school may also pay for the casualty.
Fingers can riot be pointed at individuals to explain this situation. To
fight among ourselves delays the process even more, and it is, I believe,
the processwhich is at fault.
This f all , the situation became an emergency. Lori Sansouci, the
temporary physician 's assistant, was accessible and was hired. But
women's health care at Colby did not have to be forced into an emergency
status .

After Jane Schwartz's resignation in the middle of July, it was not until
August that members of the Health Care Advisory Committee met and
advertisements for a new assistant were placed. The deadline for the
applications was Sept. 3, two" days before most students arrived on
campus.
Two events caused the delay in placing the advertisement. One was the
disagreement over a suggestion to split the women's health care duties.
The other involved a miswording in the advertisement causing incomplete
application packets and further delay.
The emergency situation could have been avoided. After Schwartz's
resignation, advertisements should have been placed immediately. A
committee was not needed to do this. The job description had been
previously approved. Suggestions concerning a new job description might
have been debated at a later date. Once again, it seems as if the
bureaucratic process hindered, rather than helped the situation.
The state of women's health care presently offered at Colby must be
reformed.
Possible solutions include helping students pay for
gynecological treatments downtown or trying to recruit someone from the
Clinic to temporarily help at the Health Center. A long-term solution
would be to have both a female and male doctor.
A decision, though, must be made to hire a permanent physician 's
assistant. Petitions are not going to help. Leaving the ultimate approval
exclusively in the hands of the doctor is also wrong. Coordination and
compromise must be practiced. Then, perhaps, some of the bureaucratic
red tape can be eliminated, important decisions can be made effectively
and quickly and the goals rather than the processes can be given the
importance they deserve.
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Tem p ora ry Housin g ('teVpa-rer-e/hoz I ng) n: A perenl al

ma 1 ady common 1 y found In ep idemic proportions among sophomore popula tions. Vic tims suffer f rom overcrowd i ng , l ack of
privacy and feelings of outrage
^ Traditionall y proposed
etiologi es have Included At trition
rates , fraternitie s and
off campus hous i ng . However , current resea rch has linked the
affliction wi th a psycho l og ica l precur so r known as
''administr ative nearsighted ness. " Prognosis: POOR.

Letters

—

Histo ry of housing

To

the

Editor:

With the concern oyer the
temporary housing situation,
an explanation of the shortterm history of housing may
be helpful. With the creation
of "The Heights," 50 spaces
were gained across campus
by creating long-awaited
lounges in many of the
dorms.
Plans are made far in
advance of fall opening to
accommodate extra bed
space. Assuming a fall
opening figure between 16701680, students would be
housed
as
follows:
1297 dorm beds
LOO off campus
240 fraternities
1637

This requires that 30-40
students be housed in
temporary quarters at the
fall opening to allow for
attrition that occurs at the
beginning of fall semester
and
again
between
semesters. The only difficulty with this plan is that it
is designed to accommodate
an equal number of men and
women. This year Colby's
opening enrollment was
1666:
1297 dorm beds
104 off campus
231 fraternities
1632

There was the need to
place 34 students in temporary quarters. Had the 34
been evenly split malefemale, we could have accommodated that number
easily without using space in
lounges.
Height's
the
Unfortunately, of the 34 that
needed housing, 32 were
men. It became necessary to
find additional temporary
housing spaces for men
which resulted in the use of
the Heights and the main
lounges in Averill and
Johnson.
This year 's housing
situation was the result of
two circumstances:
A) Under-enrollment in

fraternity
houses.
Fraternities
can
accommodate between 260-282
but they opened with 231 in
residence.
B) Over-estimates by the
Admissions Office in the
spring, on the number of
females in the freshman
class, thereby necessitating
conversion of some coed and
male floors to female.'
have 25 men in temporary
housing. All women housed
in temporary quarters have
been relocated to traditional
dorm spaces. By the end of
this week both lounges in the
Heights will be cleared as
well as some lounge areas in
Foss, Woodman, Johnson
and Averill.
Sincerely,
PaulE. Johnston
HousingCoordinator

Wor d cho ice
is 'off -color '

I too have mixed reactions
concerning the new colors in
the South Wing. But my
reaction comes not from the
actual colors in the library,
but from a word used to
describe the color of the
pillars in last week's ECHO.
In an article, the pillars
are referred to as "fleshcolored." I believe, and
assume most others would
agreethat "flesh," or human
skin, exists in a whole
spectrum of colors, not just
the color found in Miller
Library.
Some time ago Crayola
Crayons and Band-aids also
had
"flesh-colored "
products. These companies
were sued, and the court
ruled that using the word
"flesh" to refer to the color
of Caucasian skin only was
racist. They have since
changed
color
' the
description of their products.
In regards to your article,
I am hoping that this was an
ignorant oversight and
conveyed no racist undertones.
Sincerely,
Jill Benedict

Third Floo r by Line

The dangers of specialization
byJohnMizner
11:00 am: the prophets of doom are at it again. The
N.Y. Times, my daily pipeline to Truth, reports that
small private colleges are in trouble. Next year,
demographers insist, will be particularly bad. While
twoyear colleges, VTIs, and state universities grow
and prosper, schools like Colby-well, perhaps not
quite as "good"-haye lost or will soon lose their
appeal and their applicants. They cost too much and
they're not keeping up with-lovely phrase, this"consumer trends in higher education." The trends,
I gather, are practicality, careerism, and
specialization. In order to survive, the small private
college will have to beflexible and innovative.

Faculty Forum

Colby, of course,- being "highly selective," is not
bad off. Though some of my colleagues complain
about the students' declining test scores and some of
my students about the Colby malaise, though some
contend that the student body becomes more
homogeneousevery year, no one is seriously worried.
In fact, the rest of my required reading for the day''Proposal on Curricular Innovations in Quantitative
Methods and Technology" and "Colby College
Tenure Procedures"-should be reassuring. I'll learn
what Colby is doing to remain "competitive."
The first of these documents asks for $250,000 from
the Sloan Foundation in order to "enhance training in
quantitative reasoning for our students and to
prepare them for opportunities and challenges they
will face in an increasingly technological world."
Hmrnm. The proposal assumes "that all liberally
educated people must be comfortable with quantitative analysis." I am distinctly uncomfortable.
Others who've read the proposal apparently share
my uneasiness. A friend , who has mastered the
jargon without succumbing to it, is angry. Colby, he
writes, not being in competition with "die universityas-bureaucratic-servo-mechanism" should "resist
the rush toward technofixesof human problems."
Since everyone agreesthat the decisions to grant or
to deny,tenure are vital to Colby, I read "Colby
College Tenure Procedures," which runs to four
pages, carefully. The criterion that the Committee on
Tenure must adduce are extraordinarily demanding.
I wouldn't be granted tenure today; nor, safe to say,
would many of my colleagues. The Committee,
however, cannot afford to be sloppy or sentimental.
Given these guidelines, it won't be.
By the time that the Committee has done its job,
indeed, the candidates' performance-yes, that's the
right word-will have been weighed, counted,
measured in every conceivable way. Candidates
granted tenure, we may be sure, will be highly
specialized,
thoroughly
"productive, " and
professional.
Still, the Committee's job is excruciating. And
there's no way to make it less so. If only common
sense were not subordinate to necessity, if only
character were as readily quantifiable as capacity, if
only humanity were reducible to an equation, theh-

and only then-would it be easier.
3:00 pm: a salesman in a downtown storewants to
know what I do.
"I teach English."
"I'd better watch my language. "
Right, I want to say. What's more, you should have
your face slapped with a wet fish, which, it so happens, I keep in my back pocket for just such occasions. Instead, like the elevator operator who has
been told that he must have his ups and downs, I
manage a grin.
A few minutes later, while having the F-10's oil
changed, I hear:
"What do you do up at Colby? " My bearded interlocutor seems genuinely interested.
"I teach English."
"Oh, really, what's your specialty?"
"The Romantics."
Why , "1 wonder, do I feel slightly apologetic?
Because I want to resist being a specialist of any
kind? Because my answer mocks the very interests
and enthusiasms that brought me to literature in the
first place? Because it objectifies me, making me an
isolated professional? Because I'm afraid that the
bearded one will conclude that my concerns, like
thoseof most specialists, are trivial and boring to the
outsider? Because I can't assure him that, appearances notwithstanding, I'm really informed,
concerned, urbane, that I've read "War and Peace,"
"The Magic Mountain," and, yes, even the first
volume of Proust?
"Including Blake?"
Here's someone, clearly,who takes his specialization
seriously. Perhaps his "field," too, is the Romantics.
"Where else would you put him," seems properly
equivocal. My car is ready. Without, alas, having
discovered his specialty, I leave.
11:00 pm: ESPN: Sports: any time all the time.
There's specialization for you. "Film at 11" is no
longer a joke. "Sportscenter " gives you highlights of
all the day 's events. The program is pointed, quick,
painless. You need no longer waste time watching
the Red Sox or engaging in other forms of psychic
self-flagellation.
The big news tonight is Moses Malone, who has
signed a three-year contract with the 76ers for about
$14 million. Though most fans would agree that
Malone has no other remarkable talents , he is
unarguably the best offensive rebounder in the
history of basketball: the specialist "par excellence
Two other well-paid specialists are in the news:
Fingers and Gossage, perhaps the two best relief
pitchers in baseball, are ''temporarily disabled. ''
11:20 pm: I'm reading Erik Erikson on alienation
among
college,
students:
"There is a 'natural' period- of uprootedness in
human life: adolescence. Like a trapeze artist the
young person in the middle of vigorous emotion must
let go of his safe hold on childhood and reach out for a
firm grasp on adulthood, dependent for a breathless
interval on his training, his luck, and the reliability of
the 'receiving and confirming' adults. "
Yes, that's it, of course. These are precisely the
specialists we need: "'receiving and . confirming'
adults."Perhaps the Sloan Foundation can help.
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On fisticuffs and asthma
by SSN

I can still remember, back in grade school, when
fisticuffs was the predominant method of dealing with
personal problems. Some creep looks cross-eyed at your
girlfriend? Beat 'im up! Some loser steals your baseball
cards? Beat 'im up! Some no-mind is calling you nasty
names? Beat 'im up! ., .And I can still remember the very spot where all these
prepubescent brawls took place, It was behind a small
variety store, the Quality Supreme, just across the street
from school, out of the school's jurisdiction but well within
bicycling range. Almost every personal disagreement of
any type ended with The Challenge, made in the most
threatening voice a twelve year-old could muster: "I'll
meet you behind Quality Supreme after school. Be
there."
I never did venture behind the QualitySupreme, though
I often wandered inside for candy of supreme quality. I
also suspect many of the challengers never did either. At
least not the smart ones. But I often wondered about the
many bloody battles which were alleged to have taken
place there. And fist fighting has been a social (correction, antisocial) phenomenon which has intrigued me ever
since.
I could never understand why people had to resort to
fighting. Perhaps it was because I was so lousy at it, I
always found ways to avoid fisticuffs.
The occasion which immediately comes to mind is a
neighborhood football game some ten years ago. It is not
uncommon for neighborhood football games to become
exceedingly unneighborly events, and this was one such
instance. I cannot recallexactly what prompted the fight.
In retrospect, I think I may have drank more than my
share of the cherry kool-aid. I do know I soon found
myself on the bottom of a two-man heap. Bound inextricably by a vicious headlock, my 11 year-old brain
scanned its perimeters for possible escape plans.
"Hey Pat," I finally gasped. "I have asthma and you're
killing me!"
Pat, fearing a murder-one charge at age 11, promptly
released his stranglehold on my neck.
Never mind that I hardly knew what asthma was back
then. Never mind that Pat probably would have come
away with just a few months in a correctional institution.
And never mind that it was a cowardly escape. The facts
are that no one was hurt, our friendship was preserved,
and we went on to win the football game 54-48 on my fivetouchdown performance.
Unfortunately for Colby College, there are some people
here who have yet to learn the virtues of the "cowardly "
way out. Fighting on campus last weekend marked the
resurfacing of a problem which existed in substantial
proportions last spring. It also marks the resurfacing of
the "how come?" question.
Looking back upon those fighting days of grade school, I
can, at least to some extent, think of explanations. At that
early age, we lacked experience and reasoning in forseeing the consequences of our actions, and in handling
personal problems. In a way, resorting to fisticuffs is
an understandable course of action for an average eleven
year old.
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But this explanation doesn t hold for the average 20 year
old, let alone the average Colby student. For \vhat is the
often cited goal of a liberal arts education? The
cultivation of keen analytical and liberal minds trained to
weigh the options on an intellectual, ethical, and commonsensical scale. To resort to fisticuffs is usually to ignore
this analytical processentirely. One either cannot or will
not engage in this kind of rational thinking, so one engages
in punch-throwing.
The fighting mentality is the antithesis of the Colbyeducatedmind, and there is no room for it on this campus.
Some will say that there are certain occasions in which
fighting is appropriate. Take Kenny Rogers' "Coward of
the County," for instance. The "coward," after yearsof
peaceful acquiescence, is forced to pummel the evil gatlin
boys, after they gang rape his wife. Pretty legitimate
provocation, I'd say.
I would argue, however, that such provocation is rarely
the cause of a Colby fight. Reasons for punch-trading here
are more likely to be one fraternity stealing a keg from
another, or one heavily intoxicated individual spilling
beer on another heavilv intoxicated individual amid a

partying mob of heavily intoxicated individuals. Or; God
forbid , a tough guy getting called a "flaming jerk" by
another tough guy.
Why someone would choose to fight for these or
similarly absurd causes bewilders me. Is ju sticeserved?
Very rarely and never in the best possible way. Are
frustrations thoroughly vented? Maybe so, but a one-onone with a tackle dummy would suffice. Is the macho
image protected? Probably, but at what expense?
Besides, who cares ?
It doesn't take an economic mastermind to determine
the results of this cost-benefit analysis...there 's lots to
lose: teeth, hair, a Colby College mailing address. In
addition, little if anything is gained in a fist fight.
So I recommend rational thought, in weighing of options, and forsight of consequences. You might also try a
little amateur diplomacy. If JFK could avert a potential
war between two world powers, you could conceivably
avoid a bloody encounter between yourself and another
feisty individual.
Before you clench your fists or teeth, try thinking it out
and talking it out. It'll be good practice for the real world.
And if all else fails, there's always asthma.

Health care should concern all
by Ericsson Broadbent
The issue of Women's Health Care confronts the
Colby Community right now in a number of ways.
There is a good deal of information being publicized
illuminating the problem and providing impetus for
its solution.
The facts and figures speak of administrative
negligence and they represent a summary- of the
actual manner in which women have been affected by
the lack of health care.

commentary
It's not hard to dismiss the issue as one of the many
sideshows that make up the daily campus activity
and not worthy of attention or concern. Not hard , if
you haven't personally suffered its consequences.
This distinction defines a different relationship to the
issue for men. Men might not feel the necessity to do
something about women's health care. There is in
our society a tendency for people to react passively to
societal injustice if it doesn't directly restrict or
affect them, rather than taking action.
It is my view that men have a particular relationship
to this issue, as well as other issues involving unequal
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treatment due to gender becauseof the overall ad-*
vantage this society bestows upon males. The fact
that men hold the overwhelming majority of positions
of power in this society and others implies many
things. But it also means that men are generally in
situations where they can be a major source of help in
the struggle for equality. If they don't assume this
responsibility, the imbalance is perpetuated.

One tends to forget that the words "people, person," describe human beings without specifying
gender We are all members of the organization
called "the human race," and therefore our concerns
should envelop the whole, instead of being determined by, and focusing on our gender. Unfortunately, in spite of the fact that we are all "people",
the societal patterns that we follow, and become a
part of , often prescribe unequal treatment for men
and women. '
This is why it is difficult to imagine a situation in
which men, as opposed to women, would have to fight
for adequate health care or equal funding for men 's
sports.
Women must continue to fight for these things with
or without the support of men. The familiar question
then remains to be answered by men: are you part of
the solution or part of the problem?
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Voice yo ur opinion in The ECHO
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Write a commenta ry, 600-800 words ,on any subj ect
that is imp ortant to y ou. Submit it to the ECHO
office on the th ird floor of Roberts by 8 pm Mon day

Peace through deterrence
by Robin Bye
At present , man y are advocat ing a nuclear f reeze
in the name of pe ace . They want an end to the arms
race so t hat int ernat ional secur ity can be insured .

commentary
Instead of contributing to the destruction of mankind ,
we could allocate funds , say, to finance domest ic
programs. Anyway, how many nuclear weapons do
we need? Don 't we have enough to blow the world up
sever al times? These are the more common
arguments declaring the necessity for an end to arms
build up. But , there is another side to the issue which
must be examined. Is a nuclear freeze what we really
want ?
I believe the free world cannot afford a U.S. nuclear
freeze at present levels, for it would guarantee Soviet
superior ity and would be adverse to internat ional
security. In a world of " power politics," deterrence is
the key to preventin g nuclear war and expansionar y
aggression on both sides. For a deterrent to be effect ive, there must be str ateg ic equality, or p eace
through stren gth cannot surv ive. A "f reeze" would
invite f urther Soviet aggress ion and expans ionar y
policies which would be adv erse t o our nat ional
security and ideals. We must seek alternate arms
reduct ion agreements which woul d esta blish mil itar y

Humble Farmer

If Gramp Wiley forgets the arm of his rocker and
hollered , "It' s not f unn y.
These people have guns.
They plan to shoot an y
hungr y neighbor who comes
around looking for a handout ."
I stopped suckin g my
thumb and moved toward
I' m beside a stuffed rocker the door , (I'd been eating
in the mobile retirement with Gramp and Gladys for
home he calls his "trailer. "
three or four years. )
From the time Gramp gets
"My Uncle Em was the
his hands on the first first survivalist , " he said
newspaper until he's read modestly . "Of course back in
the last one , a keg of powder those days we called it being
couldn 't move him from his practical ."
rocker by the sunny south
wi ndow.
"Uncle Er n shot his
Although he 'll prob ably starvin g neighbors?"
I
forget how to walk , studying aske d .
dozens of pap ers has given
Gram p ignored me and
him a wide knowledge of said , "Uncle Ern noticed
world , national and local that most young people live
events , and an excellent in small houses . They add
pers pective of our place in rooms as they need them ,
the universe.
Then , when people are
"Ha ve you read about tlie middle aged , the kids move
survi valists?" he asked me out. Most people in their 40s
one morning. "Some of them and 50s are stuck in a large
have buried a year 's supply house that they can 't afford
of food and water in a little to heat or pay taxes on,"
hole in the ground. "
"Houses tha t j ust happen
"If we don 't have a to grow around a home
worl dwide food shortage handyman are hard to sell,"
soon it' s going to get stuffy in I observed.
there ," I said "H amburger
"Uncle Ern knew it. That' s
will only keep so long."
why he planned to get rid of
Gramp pounded his fist on his house another way. His

how to walk you can blame
me. Six da ys a week, loaded
down with the morning 's
newspapers , I follow the
path through the lilac bushes
and over the stone wall that
separates his land from
mine. Ten more steps and
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equality so the deterrence can continue to be effective. Agreements like SALT I and II are definitely
not preferable .
For the past 15 years , the Soviets have relentlessl y
built up their nuclear capabili ties. Their military
spending has exceeded ours by more than $450 billion.
They have spent about three times more than us oh
strategic offensive forces. Their ECBMs are more
powerful and just as accurate as our own. The Backfire , an intercontinental range bomb er, is continuing
to be deployed in large number s. Three new submar ine-launched
ballistic missiles, have been
developed and deployed. They have continued to
upgrade and modernize their strategic defensive
system. 300 SS-20 IRBMs have been deployed. IC&IMs, SLBMs and ballistic missile submarines are
•under development. How can we honestly believe in
'the Soviet peace offensive if they have been
¦developing and deploying nuclear weapons at such a
(ra pid rate , despite SALT I and II?
In contrast to their build-up, we hav e a llowed our
own forces to sta gnate. In response to SALT I, we
abandoned the defense of our ICBMs and we
relinquished our strategic air defense system. After
SALT II , our B-l bomber was cancelled , the
production of the Minuteman III ICBM was terminated , the MX ICBM was delayed, the Trident
submarine pr ogr a m was stalle d, and the developments of the Trident II missile and cruise missile
were delayed. It appears that for the past 15 years ,
we have actuall y pr acticed a semi-freeze and have

father , who had been a ship's
cook, alwa ys patched holes
in the plaster with hardtac k ,
those hard biscuits that
sailors used to eat. Once
hardtack dough sets up it' s
just like cement-you can
paint right over it. "
"You mean Uncle Ern
built his house out of hardtack ? " I exclaimed. "Why,
he was 80 years ahead of his
time." •
"That 's right. And every

time one of his children
moved out , Uncle Ern ate the
extra room. His pro perty
taxes went down because his
house continued to get
smaller , and every year it

took less fuel to heat it. "
"Think wha t that would
mean ' toda y, " I marvele d.
"Instead of selling millions
of tons of surplus wheat to
our communist frien ds In
Russia , we could use it to
build hardta ck homes."
" Our wealth would be In
our homes," shouted Gram p.
"Looters wouldn 't be able to
find it. We 'd be living in our
own insuranc e policy against
siege, famine or interdict.
The Red Cross would go the
of * dodos
and
way
dinosaurs , "
"Think of the extra benefit
to those peo ple living over
the San Andreas Fau lt," I
added. "When California
crumbles , as everyone
knows it soon will, survivors
would be able to eat their
way out of collapsed
homes."
Gram p nodded and said ,
"They 'd be as safe as carpenter ants in a tree stump. "

allowed our forces to deteriorate ,while the Soviets
have escalated production. Obviously SALT I and II
were arms reduction failures and a different type of
agreement must stem from this bitter lesson.
President Reagan in his Nov. 18, 1981 speech
outlined the arms control a greemen ts we sh ould
strive ^pr. We want significant reductions of arsenals
and equal levels of arms on both sides. Most important , we need an agreement which can be verified .
It is necessary to enhance U.S. and allied security
and reduce the r isk of war in or der to secure peace
and international stability. Kennedy 's Nuclear
Freeze Proposal would freeze the U.S. into a position
of inferiority and vulnerability. In addition , it would
undermine future START negotiations , since the
U.S.S.R. would have no incentive to negotia te arms
reduction while they retain str ategic superiority.
Kennedy 's proposal contains no provision for
verification of compliance with agr eements and does
nothing to enhance strategic stability of U.S.
security.
But do we have enough nuclear weapons now?
"Overkil l" is not the question; delivery is. We must
make sure that our nuclear weapons nave been updated so that they can do for us in the '80' s what they
did in the '50s, '60s and '70s . Peace through
deterrence is the key and in order for deterrenceto-be
effective in preventing a nuclear war , we mus t be
equal. The Soviet threat is real and an idealistic and
isolationist point of view is terribly, terribly
dan gerous-in fact , suicidal.l.

It 's Your Paper
If you know of anythin g
that is happening on
campus which is interestin g
and you think should
appear in the ECHO ,
let us know about it.
Deliver serious ideas to
the ECH O off ice hy
8 p m Monday.

A History of Colby, part II

A school without buildings or money
by Nash Robbins '
It was in October of 1817 that the. trustees decided to
locate the Maine Literary arid Theological Institution in
Waterville. Eager to start their school, the board appointed General Alford Richardson to find a builder for
the school, and also created a committee to decide what
buildings should be put up first.

a time. In turn Chaplin brought not only considerable
experience to the institution, but seven ready-made
students as well, The board voted to hire him.
The board also voted to ask Ira Chase to teach
languages. Chase, however, declined, leaving the school
without the "Literary " half of its name for two years,
when a suitable replacement could befound.

At the same time, they voted that classes should begin
as soon as possible, even before building was completed
or , as it turned out, before it was begun, A committee
made uo of three men: Daniel Merrill, who had presented
the Baptists ', - petition to begin the school to the
Massachusettss legislature; William King, who was to a
large extent responsible for the trustees' decision to place
their school in Waterville; and, Otis Briggs; to decide
to decide when classes should begin, who-to hire, and how
/much to pay them.

In the meantime, arrangements were going forward in
Waterville for the school's campus. Twolarge lots of land,
totaling more than 800 acres, were bought for 4297.50
dollars. The campus^stretched from just north of what is
now Getchell Street to a north line near the upper railroad
crossing on College Avenue. Since there were not any
buildings, the board rented a house in Waterville for two
years. It was there that the first students lived with
Chaplin , and that the first classes were held.

They recommended that the Institution hire one
professor of theology for 600 dollars a year and either a
professor or a tutor of languages for 500 or 400 dollars a
year. No administration was to be set up; the teachers
would have to be immediately responsible to the trustees."
The school was to open on May first, 1818.

In 1818, the Maine Literary and
Theologica l Insti tution had no
buildings , was missing a literary
te acher , and did not have enou g h

The school turned to the Massachusetts Baptist
Education Society to find a professor of theology.
According to a proposal presented to the school board, the
theological school, then being run by Rev. Jeremiah
Chaplin in Danvers, Mass., could be combined with the
Institution. Chaplin, in turn , could be its first professor.
Chaplin was then teaching seven students, in a time when
few Baptist teachers had more than one or two students at

money to p ay its only p ro fessor his
full salar y. Classes began in May.
The largest problem now facing the trustees was one
which would return many times in the following years:
the lack of money.

The board tried several ways to raise funds. In October,
it voted to ask the Massachusetts legislature to give-them
four townships of land and 3000 dollars a year when they
reconvened in January; and two members agreed to take
a petition to Baptist associations in Maine and
Massachusetts to be signed by each group's moderator
and clerk.
In February, it voted to ask for the 2000 dollars
guaranteed them in Waterville. It was not, however,
immediately forthcoming; and the trustees had to
request, with somewhat stronger language, f unds which
were used to buy the school's land.
The board also tried to raise money from the original
land grant on the Penobscott river, where a bog had
prevented them from building. However, the attempt to
sell the land, and more importantly, its timber, did not
bring in any cash for severalyears.. The cruelest blow in the board's search for funds came
strangely enough from one of its own members. When
William King presented the petition which had been
circulated to Baptist associations, it had more than 30
signatures, and prospects seemed good since the school
now had many sympathetic friends in the legislature.
Indeed, it seemed certain to pass until one of the Board's
most influential members., General Alford Richardson,
protested that the signatures had never been authorized
by the board, and that they were, therefore, illegal. He
was right that the board had made no specific plans to
present the petition, but the fact that it had voted to gather
the names certainly implied that such action would follow.
Nonetheless, the petition was voted down after Richardson 's obj ection was raised.

REPUTED por t rai t of
J e remiah Cha p l i n ,
Co l by 's fi rs t professor and , la t er ,

i ts first pr esiden t

It is impossible to say exactly why Richardson acted
against the petition, but both politics and religion may
help to explain his actions . He and King belonged to rival
political parties , and , furthermore , he was a member of a
small minority on the board that did not trust nonBaptists, such as King. Whatever tihe causes, his protest
denied the school any sort of financial security for several
years.
-

DETAIL OF a pain ting depleting Colby 's old campus In 1895. The school' s land
Is alrea dy shrunk f rom i ts original size of 800 acres , the trustees hav i ng „

been force d to s e l l

off most of tha t land

to ra i se funds.

In May of 1818 the Institution had 17 students , one
professor of theology, and had rented a house. It also had
a debt of over a thousand dollars. In addition , it still owed
money for its land. It did not havo any buildings , or a
language t each er, or even enough to pay Chaplin his full
salar y of 600 dollars. 140 dollars were still owed for the
house's rent, antfth e' hoard owed $B8,23 to their treasure r
for outnrf-pocket money he lent the board for small bills.
The Maine Li terary and Theological Instituti on 'ha d no
place to go but up, or out.
j o be continued

